The i-PRO AI Analytics Difference

Improve reaction times, activate real-time alerts and increase situational awareness with i-PRO’s simple, lower-cost, lightweight, AI Analytics. i-PRO AI cameras process metadata at the edge, enabling a real-time security posture. Processing at the source without needing an added analytics server not only reduces infrastructure costs but it also enables faster situational decision-making when every second counts.

Why go with i-PRO?

1. Increase situational awareness
2. Improve reaction times
3. Reduce bandwidth
4. Secure operations with cybersecurity by design
5. Eliminate the need for additional analytics servers
6. Leverage scalable solutions to fit your program

Side by Side Comparison
i-PRO VS Other AI Analytics

50% reduction in bandwidth  Less network infrastructure costs  No additional analytics server

i-PRO edge AI-enabled Cameras

Employ i-PRO advanced AI analytics cameras to detect suspicious changes in scenes. Conduct forensic searches for objects such as people, vehicles and bicycles based on attribute information such as clothing or vehicle color. Optimize network bandwidth, and eliminate the need for expensive analytics servers.¹

Edge AI Applications

Install powerful AI edge applications at no additional cost on i-PRO AI-enabled cameras to increase situational awareness.

- AI Sound Classification
- AI Face Detection
- AI Vehicle Detection
- AI Occupancy Detection
- AI Privacy Guard
- AI Video Motion Detection (AI VMD)

i-PRO’s Open Strategy

i-PRO’s guiding principles for our product strategy enable openness by ensuring our cameras can deeply integrate with an infinite group of partners. We recognize the diverse needs of our customers who need the flexibility to choose the solutions that best fit their environment. i-PRO offers an SDK to developers to create customized apps for any use!

Seamless Integrations with Genetec and Milestone

Harness the power of the i-PRO Active Guard plug-in on Genetec Security Center and Milestone XProtect VMS platforms for advanced realtime tracking and detection, and post-event forensic searches.

¹ For systems 100 cameras or less. Contact your i-PRO Sales Representative to determine your unique system requirements.